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Abstract. One of the challenges in developing multi-robot systems is
the design of appropriate coordination strategies in such a way that
robots perform their operations efficiently. In particular, efficient coor-
dination requires judicious task allocation. Without appropriate task al-
location, the use of multi-robot systems in complex scenarios becomes
limited or even unfeasible. Real-world scenarios usually require the use
of heterogeneous robots and task fulfillment with different structures,
constraints, and degrees of complexity. In such scenarios, decentralised
solutions seem to be appropriate for task allocation, since centralised
solutions represent a single point of failure for the system. During the
allocation process, in decentralised approaches, there are often commu-
nication requirements, as participants need to share information. Main-
taining data integrity, resilience, and security in data access are some
of the important features for this type of solution. In that direction,
we propose an architecture for dynamic and decentralised allocation of
tasks built on the idea of having communication and coordination in a
multi-agent system through a private blockchain.

Keywords: task allocation, multi-robot systems, multi-agent systems,
blockchain.

1 Introduction

One of the challenges in developing multi-robot systems today is the design of
coordination strategies in such a way that robots perform their operations effi-
ciently [21]. Without such strategies, the use of multi-robot systems in complex
scenarios becomes limited or even unfeasible.

An important aspect considered in coordination problems is task alloca-
tion [11, 21]. There are several features that should be considered by a mechanism
for allocating tasks to multiple robots in real-world scenarios such as considering

? Partly supported by Federal Institute of Rio Grande do Sul (IFRS) – Campus Feliz.
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the heterogeneity of robots, the impact of individual variability to assign specific
roles to individual robots, and the definition and allocation of different types of
tasks. This is particularly true for disasters such as flooding [17].

During a rescue phase in a flooding disaster, teams are called into action
to work in tasks such as locating and rescuing victims [13]. Such teams are
normally organised by a hierarchy model [15], with individuals playing different
roles during a mission. Task fulfillment during the rescue stage poses a number
of risks to the teams. Using robots in a coordinated way to help the teams may
minimise those risks.

Our work on task allocation has been inspired by the typical tasks in flood-
ing disaster rescue. In particular, we needed an architecture for a dynamic and
decentralised task allocation mechanism that takes into account different types
of tasks for heterogeneous robot teams, where robots can play various different
roles and carry out tasks according to the roles they can play. Although the
actual flooding rescue tasks we are dealing with is not the focus of this paper,
the architecture we presented here was inspired and is being developed for such
a disaster response application, in particular in case of flooding disasters.

In order to manage the information exchanged during the allocation process,
our architecture proposes the use of Blockchain Technology [14]. Blockchain
is becoming increasingly popular as it provides data integrity, resilience, user
confidence, fault-tolerant storage (decentralisation), security, and transparency,
among other features. The use of blockchain as a technology to manage infor-
mation is an innovative aspect of the proposed architecture and seems to be a
promising way to deal with issues of consistency, integrity, security, and so on.

The main contribution of our work is therefore an architecture for dynamic
and decentralised allocation of tasks built on the idea of having communication
and coordination through a private blockchain. The architecture should support
a dynamic and decentralised task allocation mechanism that considers different
types of tasks to heterogeneous robot teams, where robots can play different
roles and carry out tasks according to the roles they play. We use the term agent
to refer to the main control software of an individual robot, so our multi-robot
system is effectively treated as a multi-agent system.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background on
blockchain and task allocation. Section 3 presents the proposed task allocation
architecture. Section 4 discusses a particular case study. Section 5 describes
related works. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude.

2 Background

2.1 Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA)

Task allocation among multiple robots (and more generally among multiple
agents) consists of identifying which robots should perform which tasks in order
to achieve cooperatively as many global goals as possible and in the best possible
way.
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Market-based approaches have been largely studied for use in multi-robot
task allocation. In these approaches, the robots are usually designed as self-
interested [4] and have an individual utility function which quantifies how much a
task contributes to the robots’ objective when executed by it. The utility function
can combine several factors (such as payoff to be received, the costs incurred,
etc.) [6]. The global team utility can be quantified as a combination of the
individual utilities. A common mechanism used in market-based approaches are
called Auctions [4]. When allocating tasks through auctions, the robots provide
bids, which are usually computed based in the utility values. The robot with
the highest utility value for each task wins the task. In other words, the robots
need to have information about the tasks and share information (bids) with each
other.

Tasks: Different type of tasks can be used to address tasks in real-world sce-
narios, which cannot be adequately represented by only one type of task due to
their complex structures and other domain-specific characteristics. In this paper
we are considering the following type of tasks defined in [22]:

– Atomic task (AT): a task is atomic if it cannot be decomposed into substasks.
– Decomposable simple task (DS): a task that can be decomposed into a set of

atomic subtasks or other decomposable simple tasks as long as the different
decomposed parts have to be carried out by the same robot.

– Compound task (CT): task that can be decomposed into a set of atomic or
compound subtasks. When each of the subtasks need to be allocated to a
different robot we call it CN task (N subtasks that need exactly N robots).
When there are no constraints, the subtasks can be allocated to one up to
M robots, where M is the number of subtasks (CM tasks).

2.2 Blockchain

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto published a paper presenting an electronic peer-
to-peer cash system, called Bitcoin [14]. His proposal is based on removing a
third party, allowing two willing parties to transact directly. Bitcoin is the first
truly decentralised global currency system, and it is based on hash algorithms
and asymmetric cryptography. Since the network is decentralised, it relies on a
network of volunteer nodes to collectively implement a replicated ledger. This
public ledger tracks all transactions and the balance of all system accounts.

This public ledger, also known as blockchain, is applied in Bitcoin context
to avoid a double spending problem, as well as giving publicity to all transac-
tions. The transactions performed in the Bitcoin network are grouped in order
to create a block with several transactions. Figure 1 shows a version of a block
content. The block is divided into four main structures: Size - the size of the
block, in bytes; Header - is composed of version, which is a software/protocol
version, merkle tree root is a hash of the merkle tree root of block’s transaction,
difficulty is this block target that should be achieved throughout proof-of-work,
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previous block hash a hash value from the previous block in the chain, timestamp
block creation time and a nonce which is a counter used for the proof-of-work
algorithm; Transaction counter identifies how many transactions are stored
in the current block and Content block where all block transactions are stored.

Transaction counter

Block content

Header

Block

Previous block hash

Timestamp

Nonce

Merkle tree root

Difficulty

Version

Transactions

Size

Fig. 1. Blockchain block structure

The previous block hash field, in the block header, is used to create a link
between a new block and its predecessor, i.e., the hash of the previous block is
stored in the previous block hash field of the new block, thus creating a chain.
That is the reason for the public ledger to be called blockchain. The link between
blocks is also the way how the historical information has its integrity ensured.

Since the blockchain is decentralised, each node in the Bitcoin network keeps a
copy of the ledger where all transactions are stored, thus improving the blockchain
resilience. Since each node has a copy of all transactions and every node is able
to create a new transaction, a mechanism should be applied to avoid malicious
nodes to be able to change information. In order to define which node is able to
create a block and insert it into the blockchain, a consensus algorithm is applied.
The Bitcoin blockchain uses a proof-of-work consensus algorithm [18].

Proof-of-work (PoW) is an algorithm that produces a block hash value which
identifies the block. The operation to produce this piece of information, is very
high cost in terms of CPU and power. In contrast to validate the produced
information is a very cheap operation. In Bitcoin, the work consists of creating
a block hash that is compliant with some rules, for example, the hash must have
the N first digits consisting of zeroes. So any client that wants to insert a new
block into the blockchain, must change the nonce field in the block header until
its block hash value matches the defined zeroes. In order to solve this puzzle,
brute-force is used, where the client must repeat the process until they find
the solution, leading to a problem related to consuming CPU and power. This
led some researchers to propose the use of different consensus algorithms like
Proof-of-Stake [23].
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The consensus algorithm is a real need in the public blockchain, in order to
establish an organized way to the block insertion. This consensus criteria could
be softer when running the blockchain in a controlled environment like in a
private corporate network. Hardjono [9] in his research proposes a permissioned
blockchain applied to the Internet of Things context, where only some nodes
(defined by the sensor manufacturer) are able to write data to the blockchain.
In contrast, every network node is able to read the information available in the
blockchain.

Based on the characteristics of the blockchain we can highlight its attributes:
Data Integrity ; Resilience; Decentralisation; Transparency ; Immutability.

3 The Task Allocation Architecture

In this section we describe our architecture for dynamic and decentralised allo-
cation of tasks, which is built on the idea of having communication and coordi-
nation through a private blockchain. Considering a market-based task allocation
approach where an organisation provides tasks to the agents, the organisation
and the agents share information with each other in a dynamic process.

In our architecture, the sharing of information regarding the allocation pro-
cess, either among agents, or among the organisation and the agents, is per-
formed through the blockchain. The idea is to have blockchain acting as a de-
centralised database allowing the sharing of information. Due to its decentralised
attribute, the blockchain is replicated to every participant, which ensures the ar-
chitecture resilience.

In order to understand the proposal, first we present a general view of a
basic task allocation process considering that the robots are part of an organ-
isation. Next we describe the basic agent and organisation structures used in
the architecture. Then we provide a detailed description about the interaction
of the organisation and the agents with blockchain. Finally we describe our task
allocation mechanism and how it uses blockchain.

3.1 Task Allocation Process – Overview

Figure 2 shows the parts considered in a task allocation process. Initially, we
consider the existence of an organisation that is responsible for announcing the
tasks that need to be carried out by the agents in a given mission. We use the
term agent to refer to the main control software of an individual robot of any
kind. The tasks provided by the organisation can be requested by the agents
available for the mission. Finally, the environment is the place where agents
carry out the tasks.

Regarding the process itself, it is initially considered that an organisation
has a set of agents to carry out a mission and that these agents are waiting for
the tasks they will be asked to carry out (the agents start executing having no
assigned tasks). At a certain moment, the organisation announces a set of tasks.
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Organisation

announce tasks

Environment

identify published tasks

Available agents
perform allocated task

Fig. 2. Task allocation process – Overview.

When a new set of tasks is noticed, the agents begin the allocation process based
on the architecture we introduce in this paper.

When the agents finish the task allocation process, those with allocated tasks
start to carry them out. At the end of the allocation process, there might be
agents without allocated tasks as well as tasks that could not be allocated to
any suitable/available agent. Such results depend on the constraints indicated
and the features of available agents.

3.2 Basic Agent and Organisation Architecture

Figure 3 shows the main aspects considered in the organisation and agent archi-
tecture. Initially, we consider agents based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)
architecture [16]. The BDI architecture was used because it is widely used in sev-
eral approaches. However, the proposed architecture could be easily integrated
with other agent architectures, since its components preserve some independence
from the other mechanisms of the agent itself.

Tasks

Desires

Beliefs

Interpreter

perceptions

messages

actions

Blockchain

Task

allocation

Blockchain

controller

Blockchain

Blockchain

controller

Roles

Basic organisation structure

provides

Agent

Organisation

BDI architecture

Plan

library

Intentions

Fig. 3. Basic Organisation and Agent architectures.
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Figure 3 shows a (BDI) agent with the addition of the components of our
architecture. The task allocation mechanism interacts with the plan library, the
belief base, and the intention base in order to have inputs for the allocation
process and it also interacts with the desire base by adding new desires (goals)
related to the tasks allocated to the agent. There is also an interaction between
the task allocation mechanism and the blockchain controller component in order
to get shared information and also to share information with other participants in
the task allocation process. The blockchain controller is responsible for managing
the interactions with the blockchain.

The organisation interacts with its own blockchain controller to add infor-
mation related to the tasks that need to be carried out by the agents, as well as
the available roles in the organisation (with capabilities required by each role).

Simply put, the organisation uses the blockchain to share information about
the tasks that need to be carried out and the available roles in the organisation as
well as the capabilities needed to play each role. The agents use the blockchain to
share information such as their bids for the tasks during the allocation process.
A detailed description of the interaction between the organisation and agents
through the blockchain controller is described in the next section.

3.3 The Blockchain Controller

Here we introduce the actions which allow organisations and agents to commu-
nicate and coordinate through the blockchain. To make the description easier
we will use the term entities to refer to organisation and agents. The blockchain
controller provides a set of actions to allow the entities to manage and share
information through the blockchain although not all are currently used in our
task allocation process. The proposal is supposed to be generic enough to be
useful for other solutions and not just for task allocation. Figure 4 shows these
actions, which are shortly described below.

Operation

perceive/observe

Organisation Agent

Transaction

useuse

perceive/observe

Blockchain

controller

provide

generate

create/share/joincreate/share/join

Fig. 4. Conceptual model for the interaction through blockchain.

– Create/share/join blockchain: the following actions can be performed
by the entities to manage the blockchain.
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• createBlockchain: instantiates a new blockchain for the entity which
executed this operation;

• shareBlockchain: allows to share a blockchain with other entities;
• joinBlockchain: allows an entity to join and focus on a blockchain in

order to obtain and share information through that blockchain;
• stopPerceivingBlockchain: allows an entity to stop receiving new trans-

actions added to a blockchain. The entity is still able to access the
blockchain data and adding new transactions to it.

• deleteBlockchain: removes the blockchain from the entity that executed
it.

• duplicateBlockchain: create a private copy of the blockchain for an en-
tity’s own use.

– Use operation: An operation represents a set of instructions to allow en-
tities to access transaction data. The following operation can be performed
by the entities to add new transactions to the blokchain.

• insertTransaction: allows to insert a new transaction into a blockchain.

– Perceive/observe transaction: the transaction represents information shared
by some entity.

• perceiving transaction: every time a new transaction is added to the
blockchain the entities will be able to perceive it (entities that are sharing
that blockchain). The stopPerceivingBlockchain action is used to stop
perceiving.

3.4 The Task Allocation Mechanism

In this section, we describe our task allocation mechanism and how it interacts
with the blockchain controller. Each agent in the organisation executes the task
allocation mechanism, shown in Figure 5, characterising a decentralised solution.

Simply put, each agent initially perceives through the blockchain controller
the tasks that need to be carried out. Based on the perceived tasks the agent
identifies, through task allocation mechanism, the tasks it can carry out based
on the roles it can play in the organisation, which are also perceived through
the blockchain. The agent then identifies the tasks it will try to allocate to itself
and calculates its bids for those tasks. The agent then communicate its bids
putting that information in the blockchain through the blockchain controller (i.e.,
executes the insertTransaction operation). The bids added to the blockchain
will be perceived by all other agents who will then check if some of the bids
improve on its own bid for a task it allocated to itself. If that is the case, the
agent withdraws that task from the list of its pre-allocated tasks and then checks
which task it will bid for next, to replace the task it relinquished. These steps are
repeated until all agents agree on the allocation, that is, until the tasks allocated
to all agents do not undergo any further modifications.

Figure 6 presents a model with the main concepts of the proposed task al-
location mechanism. As shown in the figure, we assume that an agent can have
different capabilities that can be related to its type of locomotion (e.g., the pos-
sibility of sailing or flying) or even to the resources available to the agent (i.e.,
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Tasks monitoring

Tasks filtering

Select best tasks

Bids calculation

Bids communication

Pre-allocated tasks

Receiving bids

Remove tasks outbid 

by others

Blockchain

Blockchain controller

Task Allocation

Fig. 5. The Task Allocation Model.

the robot’s payload such as cameras, sensors, etc.). An agent may play one or
more roles. The roles are defined by the organisation the agents belong to and
each role is related to a set of capabilities that an agent needs to have in order
to play that role. The organisation is also responsible for defining the tasks that
are required in a given mission.

Fig. 6. Conceptual model for the main aspects in our task allocation process.

As described in Section 2, a task can be atomic, simple decomposable or
compound. Compound tasks have a list of subtasks that can be, in turn, atomic
or compound (this way it is possible to create a complex hierarchy of tasks,
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which increases the applicability of this approach to different scenarios). Similar
structures are also possible for decomposable simple tasks. Atomic tasks will
not be directly considered in the proposed mechanism (they will be indirectly
regarded as subtasks of both compound tasks and simple decomposable tasks).
The tasks require one or more agents able to play particular roles to carry them
out. That is, agents may not be able to carry out certain tasks if they cannot play
the required role. We consider that each agent has a maximum number of tasks
that can be allocated to itself. This constraint may be related, for example, to
the amount of energy (fuel) available to the robot. This may vary among robots
as well as it may vary while the tasks are being carried out.

A version of the task allocation mechanism without the use of blockchain
technology has been implemented and runs in BDI agents developed in JaCaMo
framework. The algorithms that constitute the mechanism are detailed in [1],
where initial results, obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations, demonstrate that
the proposed mechanism seems to scale well, as well as provides near-optimal
allocations.

Figure 7 shows the average results of simulations using our framework, vary-
ing the number of agents (from 5 to 35) when allocating 24 tasks. Figure 7(a)
shows that the performance of the proposed solution improves and is closer to
the optimal solution (i.e., 100%) as we increase the number of agents. Figure 7(b)
shows a small standard deviation in all simulations (comparing with the optimal
solutions). The average execution time of these simulations was 4 seconds for
each simulation with 5 agents up to 15 seconds with 35 agents. In [1], tests with
up to 60 tasks were also performed with similar results.
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Fig. 7. Simulation results by varying the number of agents.

4 Case Study: Allocating Tasks in a Flooding Scenario

This section describes the use of our architecture through a case study on a
flooding scenario. We chose this scenario because it represents a real multi-robot
application scenario with several constraints that need to be considered by the
software architecture, such as the heterogeneity of the robots, the impact of in-
dividual variability to assign specific roles and the accomplishment of different
types of tasks. According to Murphy, there are several tasks that can be per-
formed or assisted by robots during flood disasters [12]. One of the key tasks
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to be accomplished is to obtain situational awareness of the affected region [13].
This task involves mapping the affected areas, where the robots are allocated to
obtain images of a region. In order to accomplish this task, in this case study, the
robot needs to have flight capability and a camera to obtain the images. Another
important task in flood disasters is the collection of water samples for analysis,
such as verifying the level of water contamination [17]. To perform this task, the
robot must have navigation capability and be able to collect water samples. In
this case study we will focus on these two specific tasks.

Consider an organisation that needs to work on a flooding disaster by per-
forming tasks such as mapping areas and collecting water samples for analyses.
The organisation has three robots available to help in those tasks: one USV (Un-
manned Surface Vehicle) and two UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), which we
will call respectively USV1, UAV1, and UAV2. USV1 has sailing capability and
resources to collect water samples while UAV1 and UAV2 have flying capabili-
ties and cameras to take images. The predicates below represent the information
each robot has about itself.

USV1: capabilities([sail, waterCollector])
UAV1: capabilities([fly, camera])
UAV2: capabilities([fly, camera])

In the organisation, there are two possible roles to be played: mapper and
collector. In order to play the mapper role, a robot must have the capability
to fly and must have a camera to take pictures. For the collector role, robots
must have the capability to navigate and resource to collect water samples. The
predicates below represent this information.

role(mapper, [fly, camera])
role(collector, [sail, waterCollector])

Considering the flooding scenario, the organisation has defined the following
tasks to be performed. The predicates below are composed of (and in this par-
ticular order): the task identifier, the task name, the region where the task is to
be performed, and the role a robot needs to perform that task.

task(t1, collectWater, regionA, collector)
task(t2, takeImage, regionA,mapper)
task(t3, takeImage, regionB,mapper)

Considering the above, we describe now how the task allocation process
works using blockchain. First, the organisation creates a new blockchain using
the createBlockchain action. This action returns an identifier for the created
blockchain. To facilitate the explanation, consider that the identifier returned
by the action is bcTaskAlloc1.

The organisation then can share the blockchain with the available robots us-
ing the action shareBlockchain, using as parameter the name of the blockchain
being shared and a list of the robots with which it should be shared. The following
action shares the blockchain bcTaskAlloc1 with the robots in the organisation.
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shareBlockchain(bcTaskAlloc1, [USV 1, UAV 1, UAV 2]);

After that, each robot will have a copy of the shared blockchain bcTaskAlloc1.
The organisation then uses the insertTransaction operation to share role and
task information with the robots through the blockchain. The following opera-
tions are used to share information about the mapper and collector roles.

insertTransaction(role(mapper, [fly, camera]));
insertTransaction(role(collector, [sail, waterCollector]));

Block 1 in Figure 8 represents the role information added to the blockchain
by the organisation. The blockchain technology is responsible for synchronising
the role information with the copy of the blockchain available in the robots. Once
the robots’ blockchains are updated with the new transactions, the blockchain
controller in each robot will generate a percept to the robot about the new
information. Each robot is now able to identify which roles it can play in the
organisation. USV1 identifies it can play role collector while UAV1 and UAV2
identify they can only play the mapper role.

The following operations are used to share information about the tasks.

insertTransaction(task(t1, collectWater, regionA, collector));
insertTransaction(task(t2, takeImage, regionA,mapper));
insertTransaction(task(t3, takeImage, regionB,mapper));

Block 4
...

Block 3
...

Block 2
...

Block 1
...

Header

Block content

...

role(mapper, 
[fly,camera])

role(collector, 
[sail,waterCollector])

Role content

Task content

Bid content

Header

Block content

...

Role content

Task content

Bid content

task(t1, collectWater, 
regionA, collector)

task(t2, takeImage, 
regionA, mapper)

task(t3, takeImage, 
regionB, mapper)

Header

Block content

...

Role content

Task content

Bid content

bid(t1, 5, USV1)

bid(t2, 4, UAV2)

bid(t2, 5, UAV1)

Header

Block content

...

Role content

Task content

Bid content

bid(t3, 3, UAV2)

Previous Block Hash Previous Block Hash Previous Block HashPrevious Block Hash

Fig. 8. Example of our blockchain content.

Block 2 in Figure 8 represents the task information added to the blockchain
by the organisation. Again, the blockchain is responsible for synchronising the
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information with the blockchain in the robots, and the blockchain controller in
each robot will generate percepts for the robot when the new information is
added to the blockchain. Each robot is now able to identify the tasks available
in the organisation and the ones it can bid for based on the roles it can play.
USV1 realises it can bid only for task t1, while UAV1 and UAV2 realise they
can bid for tasks t2 and t3. With information about the roles and the tasks, the
robots are able to start the allocation process.

We also assume that all robots start bidding at the same time, each one
inserting a new transaction within their copy of the blockchain. The following
operations represent the bids from each robot. In order to calculate a bid, each
robot uses inputs from the plan library as well as the belief and intention bases.

USV1 operation: insertTransaction(bid(t1, 5, USV 1));
UAV1 operation: insertTransaction(bid(t2, 5, UAV 1));
UAV2 operation: insertTransaction(bid(t2, 4, UAV 2));

Each operation will add the transaction to the blockchain in the respective
robot. The blockchain in each robot is responsible for synchronising the infor-
mation about the bids with the blockchain in the other robots and also in the
organisation blockchain. Block 3 in Figure 8 represents the bidding informa-
tion after the synchronisation. For each new transaction updated in the robots
blockchain, the blockchain controller will generate a percept to the robot (infor-
mation about the current bids). Each robot is now able to identify if it has lost
to another robot some of the tasks for which it placed bid (i.e., when another
robot has provided a higher bid). In our scenario, UAV1 and UAV2 provided
bids for the same task t2. Since UAV1 bid for task t2 is higher than UAV2 bid
for the same task, the UAV2 will provide a bid to another task as specified in
the following operation.

UAV2 operation: insertTransaction(bid(t3, 3, UAV 2));

The operation will add the transaction to the blockchain in the respective
robot which again will be synchronised with the other robots and the organ-
isation, generating percepts to the robots. Block 4 in Figure 8 represents the
bidding information after the synchronisation.

Assume that robots agreed on the allocated tasks and the allocation finished
after this last bid. Thus, USV1 won the bid for task t1, UAV1 won for task t2,
and UAV3 won for task t3. The information about the allocated tasks will be
added to the belief base, as well as new desires (goals) will be added to the desire
base of each robot, so that they can start the execution of the allocated tasks
with the support of their architectural components.

5 Related work

There are several works on task allocation, some of them aim at allocating an
initial set of tasks to a set of robots as in [3, 11, 19], while others focus on the
allocation of tasks that arise during the execution of other tasks as in [20].
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Regarding the tasks, most of the solutions available in the literature, such as
the ones presented in Gernert [7] and Settimi [19], focus only on atomic tasks,
unlike our proposal, which comprises other types of tasks as well. Das [3] and
Luo [11] are examples of work that deal with subtasks in some way.

In Gernert [7], the authors propose a decentralised mechanism for task allo-
cation along with an architecture that focuses on exploring disaster scenarios.
However, in the solution, as in many others, the robots can carry out any task,
i.e. heterogeneity and capabilities are not considered. There are also works like
Settimi [19] and Das [3], where heterogeneous robots and their capabilities are
considered in the task allocation.

In Gunn [8] is described a framework for allocating new tasks discovered by
robots in the missions. It proposes the use of heterogeneous robots organised in
teams. The robot with the best computational resources is responsible for the
allocation process. Thus, it could be said of that there is still a single point of
failure within each team, so it is not exactly a decentralised solution like ours.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies using blockchain in the
task allocation process either for multi-robot or multi-agent systems. In this way,
we introduce as related work the use of blockchain in other applications.

Blockchain technology was first applied to the Bitcoin currency in 2008, but
since then it was used in several other different applications. Ferrer’s research [5]
describes possibilities in the use of blockchain to improve three aspects related to
a swarm robotic system: security through blockchain digital signature, public and
private keys; distributed decision making where the blockchain can be applied
to handle collective map building, obstacle avoidance and reach agreements;
swarm control behavior differentiation considering linking several blockchains in
a hierarchical manner, which would allow robotic swarm agents to act differently
according to the blockchain being used.

In a different context, Lee [10] uses blockchain to control the manufacturer
firmware version installed in its devices. The idea is to create a blockchain
where all devices are connected through a peer-to-peer network. Through this
blockchain each device can check its firmware version and, once identified the
need for update, it requests to the node that has the most recent version.

Bogner’s [2] research uses the blockchain applied in a Ethereum cryptocur-
rency. In his work the blockchain is used to handle device renting in Internet
of Things context. For example if a user wants to rent a bike in a station, he
just performs an operation transferring the rent value, and when the transfer is
persisted in the blockchain, the station releases the bike.

In our research we identified that blockchain could be applied to solve prob-
lems in areas that are note directly related to currency. That motivates the cur-
rent work in order to bring blockchain technology to handle the task allocation
problem in the multi-agent context.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an architecture for dynamic and decentralised
allocation of tasks built on the idea of having communication and coordination in
a multi-agent system through blockchain. The architecture was inspired by and
is being developed for such an application in a multi-institution project funded
by the government to address disaster response, in particular in case of flooding.
Considering that real-world scenarios like flooding disasters typically require the
use of heterogeneous robots and task fulfillment with different complexities and
structures, our architecture takes into account the allocation of different types
of tasks for heterogeneous robot teams, where robots can play different roles and
carry out tasks according to their capabilities.

Our architecture takes advantage of the blockchain technology which is a
promising way to deal with issues such as consistency, data integrity, resilience,
security, decentralisation, transparency, and immutability. For example, using
blockchain in our architecture allows all the participants to share the same knowl-
edge about the task allocation process. Since all information about the allocation
is stored in the blockchain, new robots can be added to the process at any time.
The organisation (or some agent) can share the blockchain with the new robots,
which will have access to the data previously stored in the blockchain. That al-
lows the robots to synchronise their knowledge about the allocation process and
so to participate in it. Security is also an important aspect for task allocation in
flooding scenarios since the robots can be target of threats and attacks and that
may impact in the search and rescue of victims. Blockchain uses an encryption
scheme based on asymmetric cryptography which ensures the security to the
information stored.

The use of blockchain as a technology to manage task allocation information
is an innovative aspect of our architecture and seems to be useful also in other
problems in multi-agent systems.
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